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Mr. ,Chairmap and members 'Of th, International 
,'; 

Competitiveness Task Force, I am pleased to be here today to 

discuss the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's views on the 

competitiveness of American banks in the global marketplace. We 

applaud the creation of this Task Force and look forward to a 

continuing dialogue on much-needed reforms to our own domestic 

financial services inaustry. 

Banking is experiencing and will continue, to experience 

rapid and critical changes, yet our current financial system was 

shaped in response to events which occurred over 50 years ago. 

This system is outdated, inequitable and inefficient. As a 

_result, we believe that system now hampers the ability of our 

financial institutions to effectively compete in the marketplace. 

Later in the testimony, we give some detail on the status of 

foreign laws, regulations and practices, in-order to address 

concerns about the competitive position of U.S. banks in 

international markets. This suminary also provides a comparison 

of permissible activities in other countries, as well as recent 

actions-by other governments to modernize their domestic 

financial systems. It is time for our government to take action 

as well. Failure to enact needed reform to our financial system 
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now will only weaken the viability of our banking system and 

�herefore, the economic strength of o�r nation wor.ldwide.

What then, needs to be done? In our view, the overriding 

principle is that the banking system must become more efficient 

in order to become more co�etitive. A strong and more efficient 

banking system benefits our nation's industries, consumers and 

overall economony. With the proper safeguards in place to ensure 

that this system remains safe and sound, our financial 

institutions can prosper if they are free ·to attract capital and 

compete effectively, at home and abroad. The FDIC believes that 

structural reform of our entire financial system is necessary _to 

permit banks to compete and prosper. 

Four basic steps will help to achieve this goal: 

First, banking laws that regulate the activities of 

nonbanking entities 

Holding Company Act 

namely, Glass-Steagall and the Bank 

should be dismantled and replaced with a 

system that �rovides regulation along functional lines. Other 

major countries currently allow banks to engage in a wider range 

of activities than is permitted by the U.S. We believe· that 

liberalization is necessary in order to allow our banks to better 

diversify risk. 
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The FDIC believes that a piecemeal approach to restructuring 

is inefficient, and therefore dangerous. The dismantling of 

archaic statutes as part of a complete revision of our financial 

system has several advantages. One is that this approach allows 

financial restructuring to be a two-way street. Not only could 

banks affiliate with most corporate entities, but those corporate 

entities could own banks as well.. Another benefit is that 

functional supervision eliminates the costly layers of regulation 

and �upervision that exist when companies are subject to the 

jurisdiction of both the banking agencies and the appropriate 

functional regulators. No other country has such a costly 

regulatory system imposed on, their banks. 

The second major area is a recognition that the separation 

of commerce and finan�s/�ot necessary to protect the financial 

system from abuse. In fact, we would argue that it is necessary 

for commerce and finance to be combined in order to provide 

financial resources to the banking system. Time and again we 

have found that the most financially suitable buyers for 

depository institutions are commercial enterprises. 

This is another area in which the U.S. is far more stringent 

than our trading partners abroad. The fact of the matter is that 

commerce and finance go hand in hand. In our 1987 study entitled 

Mandate for Change; Restructuring the Banking Industry. we noted 

that there has never been a complete separation of finance and 
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commerce in the history of American banking. Affiliations 

between commercial banks and nonbanking firms continued until 

1956 when the Bank Holding Company Act became law, and there are 

still exceptions today. There is little evidence of any bank 

safety-and-sou�??ess concerns, conflict-of-interest abuse or 

undue concentrations of resources from the interaction of banking 

and nonbanking activities either here, or abroad where much 

greater interaction has traditionally been permitted. 

Third, geographic restrictions. on bank expansion need to be 

revisited. These�ns also have contributed to an 

overly-regulated and inefficient system for our banks, as well as 

to greater risk in the banking system due to lack of 

diversification. Moreover, some regional pacts specifically 

discriminate against institutions owned by non-u.s. citizens or 

firms. These laws conflict with our policy of national treatment 

and equality of competitive opportunity. They even may lead to 

barriers to entry for our financial institutions in foreign 

markets. 

Finally, -�� __ banks continue to operate across borders, we_
must reach an agreement with our counterparts in other countries 

on two issues we are currently grappling with here. These are 

the method used to handle the failure of large banks, and the 

need to reduce the risk exposure of taxpayers via the federal 

deposit insurance system. These issues involve not only safety 
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OVERVIEW 

and soundness concerns, but also competitiveness. our banks are 

facing increasing costs in �he next few years. Banks operating 

in other countri�s face much lower costs in comparison,-but a 

wide variety of insurance systems currently exist. Therefore, we 

are planning to meet with officials from the major financial 

centers around the world later this year to trade experiences on 

financial crises and to attempt to coordinate international 

policies on the provision of deposit insurance and otherwise 

ensuring the stability of the banking system. We feel that the 
measures I have outlined today will enable our financial� 

institutions to compete in the emerging global marketplace. ) 

As you know, foreign banking institutions are playing an 

increasingly important role in both U.S. and foreign markets. At 

mid-year 1989, there were 281 foreign banks operating 697 

branches in the United States. Assets at these banks totalled 

$696 billion at June 30, 1989, or 22.6 percent of total U.S. bank 

assets. Moreover, foreign banks hold an even larger share --

28.5 percent -- of the commercial- and industrial-loan component 

of bank assets. Much of the recent growth in foreign bank assets 

in the U.S. can be attributed to Japanese banks, who now account 

for 53 percent, or $372 billion of total foreign banks assets in 

the U.S. 
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Similarly, Japanese banks have also ·become predominate in 

international banking markets, where they control nearly 40 

percent of the assets. Much of this growth has been at the 

expense of u.s. banks, the second largest group, who controlled 

less than 15 percent of international bank assets at the end of 

1988, a sharp decline _from the 22 percent market share they held 

three years earlier. While market share is only one view of 

competitive strength, the FDIC is concerned that a declining 

-presence of U.S. banks in inte�national markets may signal an

inability to compete as a result of the regulatory restrictions

·imposed on their activities.

In recent years the financial services industry has 

undergone rapid change worldwide as a result of technological 

advances, deregulation of markets, and product innovation. Most 

major countries have modified their financial systems in order to 

adapt to internal and external pressure for change. Changes in 

domestic financial markets, in turn, affect the banking 

operations of foreign ins itutions. I would now like to discuss 

some of the recent developm nts in the regulation of financial 

markets in other countries, specifically those which may affect 

the ability of U.S. banks compete in the international arena. 

Of particular importance are developments in Japan and the 

emerging singl� market of the European Community ("EC") in 1992, 

as well as our own 1989 free-trade agreement.with Canada. After 
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discussing these topics in turn, we will describe the overall 

actions the FDIC believes are necessary to meet the challenges 

presented by today's rapidly changing financial environment. 

The Japanese Financial system 

overview. Following World war II, Japan segregated its 

financial system into groups of institutions designed to 

specialize in certain types of activities. Div�sions of 

permissible activi.ty were drawn both between long-term and 

short-term financing, and between banking and securities 

activities. This system provided a smooth and orderly allocation 

of the limited amount of funds available to rebuild Japan's 

econo�y, among the needs of various ·industry sectors. Clearly, 

this system was successful in helping to support Japan's postwar 

period of rapid economic expansion. 

In recent years, however, economic growth in Japan has 

stabilized and its financial institutions, supported by the 

traditionally high domestic savings rate, have found themselves 

with excess liquidity. At the same time, Japan's consumers have 

sought more profitable and more flexible financial products, 

while its corporate sector has shifted the bulk of its funding 

needs from bank loans to securities. These changes in Japan�s 

economy have occurred during a period of increased innovation iri 

financial products, and worldwide trends toward deregulation and 

integration of financial markets. All of these factors have 
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contributed to accelerated pressure for change in Japan's current� 

financial system. 

Deregulation. The pace �f interest rate deregulation in

Japan has been very slow in comparison with international 

trends. Currently, about 60 percent of Japan's domestic deposits 

are still subject to Jnterest rate regulation. This slow pace 

has provided Japanese banks with a stable and low-cost source of 

funds which has given them a corupetitive edge against foreign 

banko operating �n deregulated markets. This issue has continued 

to be an area of concern for other players in the international 

financial markets. 

However, this slow pace also has caused anger among Japanese 

consumers, who feel that their savings have contributed to large 

As a result, they have fle<l to other 

- f 1.nan Tai 1.nst\t\R:11fflS ---ottering-hi-gher-return9, · iUtd--caused-� 

virtual ·halt in the establishment of new domestic bank branches

in Japan. It is hoped that interest rate dere�ulation in Japan

will soon accelerate as a result of these forces.

Changes in Permissible Activities. In the early 19s·os, 

Japan began to restructure ·its financial markets by relaxing some 

of the restrictions in Article 65 of its Securities and Exchange 

Law, which generally prohibits banks from underwriting, selling, 

dealing· in or brokering stocks and corporate bonds. In 1984, 

major Japanese banks began..dealing...in._gaverorneot bends wbi cb 



comprise the largest portion of the Japanese bond market. Japan 

permitted domestic banks to underwrite and deal in commercial 

pa�er ±n November of 1987. 

In general, Japan has been slow to deregulate their domestic 

money markets and to allow the introduction of new financial 

instruments. Thus, in order to meet the increasingly complex 

needs of their clients, Japanese hanks have tended to expand 

their commercial banking activities abroad. This activity began 

in Great Britain and the u.s., where the largest financial 

centers were located. However, certain features of our banking 

markets--particularly the availability of diversified and 

sophisticated financial instruments--and the traditional openness 

of our banking markets to foreign investors, have provided 

attractive opportunities for Japanese banks to operate and expand 

in the U.S. Recent figures suggest that at mid-year 1989, 

Japanese banks controlled about $370 billion, or 14 percent of 
··--- - - . . ... ·- ... 

total u.s. bank assets.

our government has responded to this trend by encouraging 

the Japanese government to modernize its financial system. In 

1984, t.he Yen/Dollar Agreement was implemented which led to 

continued communication between our Treasury Department and the 

Japanese Ministry of Finance. In general, these talks have 

h�lped to accelerate the pace of liberalization in Japan's 

domestic capital markets, and removed many of the barriers to 
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foreign entry into its domestic financial services industry. 

Improvements for u.s. Banks in Japan. Recent changes in 

Japanese financial markets and their competitive implications for 

U.S. banks were reported in a 1988 study completed by th� GAO at 

the request ?f the House Banking Committee. In summary, this 

report ��ncluded tuat �apan has made-several changes in its 

financial system which provide foreign i�stitutions greater 

opportunities to compet� in its dom�stic markets. For example, 

foreign' concerns over access to th�J •rokyo Stock Exchange ("TSE") 

appear to have--been addressed to the satisfaction of most.for�ign 

firms seeking membership. 

In two other areas, however, U.S. financial institutions 

were still concerned about their ability to compete with the 

Japanese. The first is the amount of foreign participation in 

the Japanese government bond market, particularly the important 

market for 10-year government bonds·. Japanese government bonds 

are issued through one of three methods: an auction,--an 

underwriting syndicate, or direct placement with certain official 

accounts. The 1988 GAO report noted that, while most maturities 

for Japanese gov�rnment bonqs were sold and priced through 

auction, the syndicate procedure remained in place for 10-y�ar 

bonds. Of the 800 financial institutions in this consortium, 12 

u.s. banks and 12 U.S. secu�ities firms were members in April of

1987, when the Japanese government increased foreign firms' share 
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of the bonds a.llocated from 0.3 to 1.5 percent. In November 

1987, the Japanese introduc�d a limited auction for 20 percent of 

each 10-year issue. More recently, in April 1989, Japan allowed 

40 percent of new 10-year government bonds to be auctioned, with 

the remainder sold through the �yndicate. 

The remaining area of frustration for U.S. banks operating 

in Japan has been difficulty in providing the full range of 

products that they may offer in other markets. While this is 

also a source of f�ustration for domestic Japanese banks, it has 

competitive implications for U.S. banks that are more experienced 

in some of the new and innovative financial products such as 

futures and options. Japan opened its first financiil futures 

market in October 1�85, by listing government bond futures 

contracts on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. In September of 1988, 

Japan began to permit the trading of stock index futur�s on the 

Tokyo and Osaka Stock Exchanges. 

summary. The GAO repo.t't concluded that, in general, Japan 

has more quickly liberalized its international financial market 

than its domestic market, which remains relatively 

underdeveloped. The rigidities of the regulated Japanese markets 

affect the ability of u.s. firms to compete, for a variety of 

reasons. These include difficulty for foreign firms to fund 

themselves in Japanese money markets, stiff competition from 

domestic firms with access to low-cost deposit�, and relatively 
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low demand for commercial loans in Japan. Notwithstanding recent 

efforts by the Japanese to open their financial markets to 

foreign competitors, U.S. banks today control only about $JO 

billion of bank assets in Japan. 

In one respect, however, U.S. banks have broader powers in 

Japan than do Japanese banks: affiliates of seven U.S. banks 

have been granted licenses to engage in securities activities. 

In effect, according to the GAO·, these banks receive 

"super-national treatment" because domestic banks in Japan, as in 

the United States, are currently restricted from engaging in 

similar activities. 

Entry guidelines for securities affiliates of U.S. banks are 

the same that apply to European banks: the Japanese unit must be 

a branch of an off-shore subsidiary that is not more than 50 

percent owned by. the parent foreign bank. The Japanese 

government' s--aecntorrtcr-permtt-- -u ;S·;-banks- -additl-onal---seeur-iti�s 

powers apparently stemmed from their treatment of European 

universal banks operating in Japan. 

European community -- 1992 

Background. The European Economic Community, which 

currently includes 12 Member States, was established in 1957 for 
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the purpose·of creating an internal market characterized by the 

/free movement of goods, services, labor and capita�. one of the 

principal organizational bodies comprising the EC is the European 

Com..1Dission ("Commission") which proposes and prepares 

legislation, typically in the form of individual "d'irectives. 11 

Another organizational body, the Council of Ministers, decides 

wh�ther a directive becomes "Community Law." The.Council o� 

Ministers, which includes one voting delegate-for each Member 

State, can amend a Commission proposal, but only by unanimous 

vote. 

In its 1985 White Paper, the Commission identified 300 

non-tariff barriers that needed to be removed in order to achieve 

economic integration. The 1992 selected target date for 

eliminating these barriers subsequently was ratified by the 

parliaments of all Member States of the EC. The 1985 White Paper 

called for the drafting of about 20 proposals dea�ing with 

----- banking and securities ac�!_".'.'i�ies. Technical working groups have 

larg�ly completed the task of drafting the necessary directives 

��d-have submitted them to the Commission for consideration. 

I Many of the directives already have become Community Law. Of 

particular importance to this hearing is the Second Banking 

Directive, which was formally adopted by·the council of Ministers 

in December, 1989. 

second Banking Directive. The key components of the second 
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Banking Directive are as follows: (1) a single banking license 

will be granted to institutions that will entitle them to off&r a 

wide range of financial services anywhere in the EC, if thel( are 

permitted to do so by their home country; (2) the home country 

of an institution will be responsible for the institution's 

regulation and supervision; and, (3) mutual recognition of.each 

o��ers' re�-!latory arrangements will be observed by the

governments of all of the Member states.

Before discussing how the Directive will treat non-EC banks, 

we would like to touch on the core list .of permissible activities 

and some related supervisory developments. First, it is 

noteworthy that the Directive ,focuses upon financial products

rather than institutions. By any standard, the range of 

permissible products is quite comprehensive: aJl forms of 

lending, leasing, foreign-exchange services, financial futures, 

portfolio management and advice, and securities trading. The 

fact that insurance activities are missing from the list is not 

----- a -s significant as might first appear. Many of the major European 

countries already permit their banks to engage, at a minimum, in 

insurance agency activities. 

The core list of permissible activities was not drawn up 

without due regard to supervisory considerations. The Dir�ctive 

also sets standards for solvency ratios for banks, disclosure of 

"major" shareholders 4'nd limits on banks' holdings in 
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nonfinanci�l companies. Earlier this year the council of 

Ministers approved a separate directive that specifies capital 

adequacy f.or banks doing business in the EC ( eight percent of a 

bank's risk-a�ju�ted assets). 

--��:.u...�:.u...-.:o��=s· How does the Second Banking 

financial 

non-EC'banks? subsidiaries of third-country 

s wil_l be governed by the Directive and will be 

entitled to the single banking license. They will qualify for an 

EC license if their home governments let EC banks operate on the 

same terms as domestic ones. Where EC banks are being 

discriminated against, then the application for an EC banking 

license in the reverse direction wi1·1 be delayed or suspended. 

The Second Banking Directive does not apply to branches of 

third-country banks. �hus, a branch of a U.S. bank (without a 

subsidiary of the same bank within the EC) would be prohibited 

. from offering its services across borders to the rest of the EC. 
I ---Moreover, branches of a u.s. bank (without the aforementioned 

.subsidiary) in different EC countries might be subject to 

regulation by each country. 

Implications for u.s. Banks. The implications of."Europe 

1992" for U.S. banks are enormous. By definition, the creation 

of a new economic superpower whose GNP and popula�ion would rival 

or exceed those of the United States will create both 
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opportun2ties and challenges. Moreover, these opportunities and 

challenges will impact U.S. banks of all sizes -- not just the 

money-center institutions. 

The European markets for retail and wholesale financial 

services are diverse and thus present potential profit 

opportunities for u.s. banks possessing the requisite marketing 

strategy and expertise. The retail markets, in particul�r, hold 

promise. For example, credit cards, which currently are not 

popular in West Germany, are a great potential market if consumer 

attitudes change. United states banks have a proven track record 

in the credit-card business. Profit opportunities also abound in 

the "underdeveloped" life.insurance markets in France, Spain and 

Italy. 

These and other profit opportunities will prompt U.S. banks 

to restructure their European operations. As noted earlier, 

subsidiaries and branches of third-country banks will be subject 

to disparate treatment after the Second Banking Directive takes 

---ve.f-fect-on.-Januaey_l..,_ 
.. 199 .. L _____ ___ _ 

On our own side of the Atlantic, u.s. banks will encounter 

new challenges in ·the form of increased competition from EC banks 

operating in the United States. To date, developments associated 

with "Europe 1992" have touched off a wave of merger and 

�cquisition activity involving EC financial institutions. 
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Mergers between institutions which have or will have 

repr�sentation in the United States mean that the resultant 

institutions will have an expand�� asset base and greater 

economic power with which to challe.nge u.s. banks. 

'"Europe_ 1992 11 raises several important public-policy is�u�-;--- ·- ___._ 

in the financial-services area. The most immediate of these 

issues relates to whether U.S. banks will have access to the 
.. .I 

European markets even though banking operations in the United 

states remain more restrictive. As noted earlier, the Second 
• l

Banking Directive calls for consideration of applications by

third-country banks based on the concept of national treatment.

However, the EC has indicated that it is interested in seeing the

elimination of Glass-Steagall and McFadden Act restrictions. If

the EC elects to hold our feet to the fire on these or other

issues, which remains a possibility, then the opportunities

created by "Europe 1992" m�ght be foreclosed to U.S. banks.

Another major issue is whether the U.S. regulatory 

____ environment will restrict the ability of u.s. banks to compete in 

the Europea� market. European banks have begun a process of 

consolidation and expansion that may put u.s. banks at a 

significant disadvantage. Already, the United states does not 

have a bank in the top 25 in the world, in terms of deposit 

size. Glass-Steagall and Bank Holding Company Act restrictions 
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ability �f U.S. banks to compete on both a domestic and global 

ba��s. 

The Canadian financial system 

Oyeryiew. Traditionally, Canada has segregated the 

activities of banks, trust companies, insurance companies, and 

securities dealers. However, in 1986, the Canadian government 

published a policy paper titled "New Directions for the Financial 

Se.ctor", more commonly referred to as the "Blue Paper." A major 

conclusion of this report was that while the segregation of the 

fo�
?
categories of financial activities should continue, each 

entity should be allowed to enter into the activities of other� 

entities through subsidiaries. 

The first revision of Canadian banking law allowed banks, 

and other financial institutions, to.establish subsidiaries 

engaged in the securities business. Subsequent revisions of the 

law will allow the fields of activity for individual financial 

institutions to expand, as well. For example, trust companies 

are expected to be granted full consumer and commercial lending 

powers. 

As with the EC's Second Banking Directive, these changes 

were not made without due consideration of safety-and-soundness 

concerns. For example, strict limits have been established 
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regarding commercial capital's ownership of financial 

institutions. Other measures include prohibitions against 

self-dealing transactions, stronger provisions against conflicts 

of interest, and an improved_deposit insurance system.

u.s.-canada Free Trade Agreem¢nt. Like the EC's pla� to

achieve economic integration by 1992, the u.s.-canada Free Trade 

Agreement, which became effective January 1, 1989, sets up a 
/' 

concrete model for lowering barriers to international �rade in 

services and international investment. It is expected that 

nearly all existing. barriers to trade and investment between the 

two countries will be removP,d by_the.,end of the 20th century, 

thereby creating the largest internal market in the world. The 

purpose of this agreement, like that in the EC, is to stimulate 

economic growth and enhance consumer welfare in the two countrie� 

through more efficient resource allocation. 

The u.s.-canada Free Trade Agree111ent contains a financial 

services section that removes many discLiminatory practices 

previously encountered by U.S. financial institutions in Canada. 

For example, u.s. banks in Canada are now exempt from the 

Canadian limitation on foreign banks' market share to 16 percent 

of total bank assets. Similarly, the Agreement abolish�d for 

U.S. firms the Canadian 11 10/2-5 rule" regarding_ fo�eign ownership
-
--

of Canadian financial institutions. This law limits ownership to 

10 percent for any individual nonresident, and 25 percent tor all 
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nonresidents together, in any Canadian financial institution. 

As a result of these recent changes, all u.s. financial 

institutions are allowed to acquire securities firms and 

federally-regulated insurance and trust companies. However, as 
�-. 

noted earlier with respect to the implications of "Europe 1992," 

U.S. banks will be faced with corresppnding competition from 

Canadian banks seeking to enter the larger, and more profitable, 

u.s. market. At mid-year 1989, Canada was already the third 

largest "foreign" country op�rating in the U.S. banking industry, 

with assets of $42.4 billion. 

conclusions and �ecomrnendations for Change 

-It seems clear that recent changes affecting the provision

of financial services have led all of the major industrial 

nations to revise certain laws governing their financial 

institutions and, in some cases, to restructure their entire 

domestic financial systems. Moreover, there is. a clear tendency -

for convergence in permissibl.e activities for banks, primarily in 
-----·· -------· 

the area of securities underwriting and brokering. 

As banking activities have become more·globalized, each 

country has looked to develo�ments in foreign markets to ensure 
' '·-· ' 

compatibility of activi�es, ,and hence, the competitiveness ,of 

its domestic institutions. At the same time, regulators seek to 
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ensure safety and soundness without unnecessarily impeding the 

free flow of capital. Moreover, the �evelopment of truly 

international capital markets requires increasing coordi!'atfon in 

supervisory oversight and in individual countries' regulatory 

practices. 

This process already has begun as evidenced by the recent 

------'inter-national agreement on capital regulation, to which the 

United States is a participant. As noted earlier., the EC already 

has adopted this risk-adjusted standard. Japan als¢ has agreed 

in principle to this regulation, and most of tts major banks have 

largely completed the process of complying with increased capital 

standards'. 

Another regulatory area that will receive much attention in 

the near future is the insurance of bank deposits. As a result 

of the large number of commercial bank and savings and loan 

failures in recent years, our banks soon will be paying among the 

highest annual Jre�iums for deposit insurance coverage. A�though 

a wide variety of systems exist in other countries to protect 
. ------·-------- --�-- - --�----- ----

depositors, many of these are new and have yet to be tested. The 

FDIC h�s begun to take·a closer look at foreign deposit insurance 

scheme,; and intends to address this matter in conjunction wi.th 

the Treasury Department rev�ew cf the deposit insurance system 

currently being conducted. 
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Having addressed some of the implications of restructured 

international markets, the next question is: Where do we go from 

here? First, it is imperative that the u.s. financial system, 

its regulators and the congress think in global terms. The 

creation of this Task Force is a good first step. second, we 

need to consider whether existing financial laws in the U.S. 

enable our institutions to compete effectively in a global 

economy. 

In a 1987 FDIC study entitled Mandate for change; 

Restructuring the Banking Industry, we noted that foreign banking 

institutions are playing an increasingly important role in both 

u.s. and foreign markets. Their growing market share has

increased largely at the expense of u.s. commercial banks. As we 

have indicated, one reason is that foreign banks are exempt from 

many of the regulatory restrictions imposed on U.S. banking 

activities. The study stressed that if banking companies are to 

maintain the earnings potential fundamental to their viability, 

they must have the opportunity to offer products and services 

necessary to compete on even terms with their international 

competitors. 

To improve viability, two fundamental alternatives are 

available: maintain strict regulatory constraints, but allow 

banking companies to offer a wider variety of products; or remove 

the constraints and allow banking organizations to compete in 
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markets that, in the individual judgement of management, ruakes 

good business sense. The removal of constraints is appropriate 

if we can isolate banking entities from the risks associated with 

nonbank affiliates, without spinning a regulatory web around the 

entire organization. 

The major conclusion of Mandate for Change is that 

insulation through the creation of a supervisory wall can be 

achieved. The tools needed for insulating banks and establishing 

the "supervisory wall" are only a logical extension of safeguards 

that exist today to protect banks from inside abuse and conflicts 

of intere11ts. 

The public-policy implication of this conclusion is that the 

Glass-Steagall Act and certain provisions of the Bank Holding 

Company Act -- including those that limit the activities of bank 

affiliates -- should be abolished. such restructuring would be 

accompanied by a strengthening of the supervisory and regulatory 

restrictions on banks. The prudent supervision of banks would 

become more important, along with the need to monitor and limit 

risks posed by any new activities conducted in the bank. 

If all this sounds familiar, it is because Mandate for 

� mirrors the thinking that produced the second Banking 

Directive adopted by the European Community's council of 

Ministers last December. In fact, if the recommendations in the 

FDIC's study were adopted, the thorny problems presented by 
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reciprocity might largely disappear. 

As stated at the outset, along with the dismantling of these 

archaic laws, public policy officials concerned over u.s.

competitiveness must overcome unfounded trepidation over the 

separation of finance and commerce, prevail over the temptation 

to continue geographic restrictions that create market 

inefficiencies and find internationally compatible solutions to 

the issue of deposit insurance. 


